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Abstract: Proliferation of wearable devices with wide spectrum of sensing capabilities together with commercial availability has increased the applicability of ambient intelligence concepts in practical system designs. Being wearable enforces extra constraints in terms of form factor and weight that limit the computational properties and the battery lifetime. There has been increasingly many number of studies for the energy efficiency of embedded and mobile hardware platforms. Due to the known techniques, increasing the energy consumption of an embedded system inherently requires some components to go into the low energy modes with a certain pattern, which in turn entails performance penalties at the application level. Existing solutions for increasing energy efficiency mainly focus only on a certain component of the system, such as hardware, networking firmware and try to achieve energy efficiency without considering the state the application is dynamically in. In this study, the critical balance between energy efficiency and application performance is handled. Application feedback is merged with energy efficiency and according to the application performance, duty cycle mechanism can be configured dynamically. A memory unit (FIFO) of the sensing component is also involved into the dynamic sleep scheduling mechanism in order to process latest sampled data while microprocessor and radio module of the sensor devices are in sleep mode. In this context, one of the fundamental implementations of ambient application which is based on triaxial accelerometer signal, pedometer is performed. Experiments realized on the dataset proved that it exists an interval where energy efficiency is obtained without degrading application performance under critical level and also usage of FIFO showed a significant impact on application performance and energy gain.
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1. Introduction

Ambient Intelligence (AmI) defines the technical bridge between people and their environment which is interconnected, adaptable, dynamic and especially embedded. Reference [1] describes AmI as an intelligent, embedded, digital environment that is sensitive and responsive to the presence of people. In AmI research domain, Activities of Daily Living (ADL) and context awareness are the central issues. Main intention behind AmI studies is commonly to monitor and recognize daily activities of the user, to make several assumptions by realizing AmI algorithms which rely on sensory data coming from the real environment.

AmI environment is surely constructed by various heterogeneous wireless sensors. It is possible to use these wireless sensors for location detection, habitat monitoring, radiation detection, chemicals, humidity,
temperature, velocity, pressure, smart home systems and also for measuring physiological activities like EMG, ECG, GSR for monitoring health states of a person. All of these types of sensors should be quite small and thus should be integrated into almost any AmI application. Especially sensors used in measuring psychological activities should be wearable. Being wearable, having wide spectrum of sensing capabilities and commercial availability have increased the applicability of ambient intelligence.

These wireless devices have three fundamental features: sensing, computing and communicating. Being wearable brings some features like freedom of movement and comfort. The most important constraint is the limited battery. In the literature there exists several energy efficient methods for saving energy consumption, for extending lifetime. However, these methods are component based approaches and impacts of using these methods on the application performance is not considered adequately. Regarding to this problem, in this work, a holistic approach which takes component and application level into account is proposed. Energy consumption and the ways for improving lifetime of sensor device are handled. Main intention in this study is to generate a dynamic sleep scheduling mechanism (DSS) and to find a suitable region where application can work with tolerable performance degradation meanwhile lifetime of the sensor is extended by decreasing energy consumption. While realizing this aim, in contradistinction to existing approaches, temporary memory of the sensing chip is involved into proposed approach and becomes the most important part of the system.

In this study, as an application, pedometer based on triaxial accelerometer signal is chosen. Besides, proposed on board algorithm in this study has a capability to recognize the motion and to predict the frequency of the current activity. As distinct from the existing works in the literature, in our perspective, there exists a real-time feedback structure between the sensing unit and the microprocessor (MPU) during the execution process. Depending on the embedded signal processing, sensing unit is updated. Furthermore, memory unit of sensing chip is used for improving sleep scheduling mechanism.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Related works in the literature is given in Section 2. Section 3 presents proposed approach. Chosen dataset and experiment phase are introduced in Section 4. Section 5 shows the outcomes of the experiments and finally, conclusions are discussed in Section 6.

2. Related Works on Energy Saving

Wireless sensors are embedded devices which combine sensing, computation and communication actions. In Wireless Sensor Networks (WSN) domain, these sensors can be used not only outdoor but also indoor. Although being wearable brings in some nice features, it also enforces extra constraints in terms of form factor and weight. These constraints, in turn, heavily limit the computational properties and the battery lifetime of the sensor device. Limited processing ability and low data rate of sensor devices cannot guarantee high performance in some scenarios especially for real-time applications.

Over the past several years, energy efficiency has been a central research theme. Several studies aimed at minimizing the energy consumption, saving energy in order to decrease the total energy consumption of the system and to increase the lifetime of the sensor device. [2] gathers and classifies existing studies on energy consumption of wireless sensor devices in the literature and gives a brief presentation of each approaches. According to Anastasi et al. it is possible to classify existing approaches into three different subsets: usage of duty cycling, data-driven techniques and mobility based methods.

The first technique to conserve energy is using duty cycling. Duty cycling concerns not only sleep scheduling mechanism for power management but also topology control. Topology control and location driven systems are used in multi-hop networks especially for updating neighbour list of each sensor device. It can be considered as a type of periodically self-organization. [3] that topology control protocols can typically increase the network lifetime by a factor of 2–3. In the power management side of the duty cycling
approaches, main intention is to apply a sleep scheduling technique. A number of solutions across multiple layers like energy-efficient MAC protocols, communication strategies, operating systems and energy saving routing mechanisms have been proposed to provide low-cost, high quality and energy efficient wireless access services [4], [5].

Second approach for the energy conservation is based on captured data. One way of the data driven approaches is the data prediction techniques which build a model of the sensed phenomenon, thus queries can be answered by the sink node by using the model instead of the actually sensed data without requiring any communication, reducing the energy consumption [6], [7]. Other ways for energy saving is to use model based sampling and adaptive sampling in order to reduce the number of samples by exploiting spatio-temporal correlations between data [8].

In the existing approaches, several energy saving methods are proposed, whereas influence of energy saving on the application performance is not considered or is ignored. Besides improving energy aware protocols and methods, effects of these improvements on the application performance is an important point that cannot be ignored. Depending on the type and importance of system usage, application performance and reducing energy consumption of sensor device should be balanced. Thus, application performance should be considered as a key metric while testing the proposed energy aware model. In this paper, our work addresses this hidden, unhandled relation.

3. Proposed Approach

In this study, main features of a wireless sensor device (sensing, computing, communicating) are used in order to conserve energy. While realizing this intention, a feedback mechanism is established between the application level and the sensing unit of sensor device. With this correlation, configuration of the sensing unit can be updated, creation and management of dynamic sleep scheduling mechanism can be done in real-time by computing activity signal. As a difference from our previous studies, memory chip of sensing unit is also involved in the proposed approach in order to use dynamic sleep scheduling more efficient and with less error rate.

3.1. Algorithm

In ambient intelligence applications, wearable sensor devices create opportunity to monitor and recognize users’ activities, generate personal outcomes according to the embedded computation realized on MPU of the sensor device. Analyzed activities can be users’ daily activities like walking, jogging but also it can be activities which are based in physical athleticism or physical dexterity (analysis of a stroke in tennis, golf or baseball etc). As seen from the sample activities, frequency of these activities are different thus, sleep scheduling should be special for each activity. In this study, pedometer application is chosen to implement our approach and dynamic sleep scheduling mechanism that can be self adapted to the recognized activity is proposed. Our contribution for increasing lifetime of the sensor device is not only to create a self adaptive DSS but also try to maximize the sleep duration by using memory unit of sensing chip which acts as FIFO (First in First Out).

In this study, with the wearable sensor devices, activity recognition is been recognized. Frequency of the current activity (for instance stride frequency) is calculated on board by using a temporary buffer that stores previous same type of activities (like previous strides). When required information is achieved to calculate the activity frequency, a sub procedure runs to estimate next possible action. This estimation gives a chance to put the sensor device in a sleep mode(either just the radio module which consumes the biggest part of the energy budget or (radio+MPU) while waiting for the next action(for instance next stride for a pedometer application). The most important time period is when the sensor device is woken up and continues processing. When the sleep period is over, MPU can not recognize if it missed an action or not
while the sleep duration. In this point, we propose usage of memory located in sensing chip. Even MPU is in a sleep mode, sensing unit may store the latest samples in that memory which acts as a FIFO. This gives MPU to process the latest samples while it was in a sleep mode.

Furthermore, system contains also a comparison procedure that can compare the current action with the stored ones in its temporary buffer. This procedure makes a decision: either the current action is a continuation of the previous ones or the current action is a start of a new type of activity (e.g., passage from jogging to walking). If the taken decision announces that it’s a new type of activity, it triggers a new procedure to reset the current algorithm in order to adapt itself to the new activity. It drains temporary buffer, disables sleeping mechanism if it is enable.

As mentioned before, proposed algorithm makes sensor device to configure itself dynamically with the feedback mechanism coming from other internal components. Thanks to that, it may create and update a dynamic sleep scheduling according to the activity frequency. With the usage of memory unit of the sensing chip, DSS can run more accurately. The advantage of this approach is that it’s independent from a certain activity or sensor device. As all existing approaches have, proposed method contains some risks like missing action which causes a degradation of application performance obviously. To prevent that, usage of FIFO of the sensing unit comes into prominence.

Fig. 1 shows the architecture of the proposed approach. Upper side of the figure represents the accelerometer chip of the sensor device and the bottom side is the MPU side. Sensing unit captures raw data and stores it into the FIFO. MPU fetches raw data from FIFO and use this data in the activity recognition module and the dynamic sleep scheduling module. They interact with the temporary buffer (it stores previous captured actions) in order to compare with the current one and to make an outcome as a configuration commands for radio module and MPU itself.

3.2. Dynamic Sleep Scheduling Parameters

DSS mechanism has four main parameters that should be initialized at the beginning of the system. These parameters are the following:

1) length of FIFO: In this study, as an improvement of our previous works, memory located in the sensing chip is in use. It acts as FIFO. Every captured raw data is put into sensor register but also put into FIFO (needs to be configured at the beginning). MPU fetches raw data from either sensor register or FIFO (also needs to be configured). FIFO allows MPU to process the latest samples while it was in a sleep mode.
Length of Buffer ($\beta$): Buffer is a temporary memory allocated by MPU for the purpose of storing recognized activities. In order to calculate the activity frequency and also start-up of DSS, system should store previous recognized activities and their timestamps values. This buffer can contain information of same type of activities. If the decision mechanism, that is mentioned in the previous subsection, announces that type of the captured activity is different from the previous ones, in that case, buffer will be drained in order to store data about new captured activity.

Main usage of this temporary memory is to store information about same activity so that the MPU can calculate Activity Frequency. Calculation of Activity Frequency is given in Equation (2):

$$\text{Activity Frequency (AF)} = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{n-1} (ta_{i+1} - ta_i)}{n-1}$$

where $ta_i$ represents the time value of action $i$ ($i$th item of the buffer), $n$ is the length of the buffer. Average of time differences between the captured activities is calculated with the given equation.

Alpha ($\alpha$): Alpha ($\alpha$) is a coefficient to calculate the sleep duration. The relation between the coefficient alpha and the sleep duration is given in Equation (3). When the buffer becomes full, DSS is enabled. With the proposed approach, MPU is able to estimate the next possible action time with calculated activity frequency. With the defined alpha value, sleep duration is determined and radio module and/or MPU are put in sleep mode for a calculated time. Goal of this sleep duration is to consume less energy while waiting the next action instead of consuming energy in an idle state. For instance, suppose that the activity frequency is calculated 2 seconds by the MPU. That means the sensor device expects next possible action 2 seconds later. If coefficient alpha is set to 0.5, it means that sensor device will be in sleep mode for 1 sec, if alpha is equal to 0.7, then sleep duration will be 1.4 sec. Thus, instead of consuming energy in an idle state for 2 sec, energy saving can be realized by DSS.

$$\text{Sleep Duration} = \alpha \times \text{Activity Frequency}$$

Tolerance ($\gamma$): The last parameter of the DSS is tolerance value. While taking decision of continuation of the same activity or not, coefficient tolerance has a big impact. As the MPU calculates the activity frequency of the activity, expected time for the next possible action becomes into an interval of time when the tolerance value is involved into the calculation. This interval is time interval. For the MPU, next action of the same activity is expected to occur in that interval, otherwise it will be treated as a new type of activity which will trigger reset procedure that disables sleep scheduling mechanism and drains the buffer. Calculation of this time interval is given in Equation (4):

$$\text{estimated time interval} = \text{now} + \min \left[ \min; \max \right]$$

$$\min = \text{Activity Frequency} \times (1 - \gamma)$$

$$\max = \text{Activity Frequency} \times (1 + \gamma)$$

$$\left( ta_{i+1} - ta_i \right) \in \left[ \text{AF} \times (1 - \gamma); \text{AF} \times (1 + \gamma) \right]$$
where min and max stand for lower and upper bound of the interval. \( t_{ai} \) represents the last recognized action and \( t_{ai+1} \) is the next possible action (expected action). Suppose that coefficient tolerance (\( \gamma \)) is set to 20\% and the activity frequency is calculated 1 sec, in this case, time interval for the estimation of the next action (same type of activity) becomes [0.8; 1.2]. Thus, time difference between the next possible action \( t_{ai+1} \) and the last captured action \( t_{ai} \) is: \( t_{ai+1} - t_{ai} \in [0.8; 1.2] \).

Visual representation of the DSS is given in Fig. 2 (where length of buffer is set to 40 bytes which is equivalent to storage of 5 actions). There are many reasons for recognizing the next activity out of the expected time interval. It is not always because of a change of activity type. Chosen coefficients alpha and tolerance may cause this problem as well. For example, a very low tolerance value may cause an error in comparison procedure of the activities or an coefficient alpha which is chosen quite high may cause a long sleep duration which may result with missing an action. For the sleep duration case, usage of FIFO may correct that error.

4. Experiments

In this study, for the test phase of the proposed approach, pedometer application is chosen. Pedometer is a device, usually portable and electronic or electromechanical, that counts each step a person takes by detecting the motion of the person’s hips or legs. Pedometer devices are used originally by sports and physical fitness enthusiasts and they are now becoming popular as an everyday exercise measures and motivator. Pedometers can be a motivation tool for people wanting to increase their physical activity as well. Pedometers have been shown in clinical studies to increase physical activity, and reduce blood pressure levels. With the accelerometer signal, it is possible to detect each step done by foot left or right although the signal coming from the ankle which holds the sensor device is stronger and more characteristic. Steps are being detected by the embedded algorithm run on the MPU. In this study, dataset of WISDM laboratory ("Wireless Sensor Data Mining") from Fordham University is chosen [9]. With a mobile program written for Android based mobile devices, activities of the users are captured and analyzed. Proposed approach (DSS +FIFO) is tested on that dataset. Details of this dataset is given in Table I. During the experiment phase of the study, influences of DSS parameters on application performance and on the energy gain are examined. For the energy consumption, related equation given in Equation (5) is used. Total amount of energy consumption of the sensor device is sum of consumption of each component \( \epsilon_i \),

\[
\epsilon_{\text{total conso}} = \sum_{i=1}^{n} \epsilon_{\text{component}_i}
\]

\[
\epsilon_{\text{conso}} = \epsilon_{\text{active}} + \epsilon_{\text{sleep}}
\]

\[
\epsilon_{\text{active/sleep}} = V_{\text{DrainSupply}} \times I_{\text{active Mode/sleep mode}} \times t_{\text{active/sleep mode}}
\]

where \( \epsilon_{\text{active}} \), \( \epsilon_{\text{sleep}} \) are respectively the energy consumption while sensor device is in active mode and sleep mode. \( V \) and \( I \) stand for the voltage and the current. Finally \( t \) shows the duration for the relevant mode.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Recognized Activities</th>
<th>Walking, Jogging, Ascending stairs, Descending stairs, Sitting, Standing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of subjects/ total number of samples</td>
<td>33/1,098,207</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distribution of raw data</td>
<td>Walking 424,400 (38.6%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Jogging 342,177 (31.2%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ascending stairs 122,869 (11.2%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Descending stairs 100,427 (9.1%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
5. Experiment Results

As mentioned in the DSS parameters, there are four main parameters: length of FIFO, length of buffer (β), coefficient alpha (α), coefficient tolerance (γ).

Buffer is for storage of the same type of activity. It contains main actions of the current activity like step time information with its accelerometer signal data ([timestamp], [x-accel], [y-accel], [z-accel]). The length of this temporary memory defines how many steps will be stored in this buffer. If the length of buffer is chosen to small, calculation of (β) may not be correct since small length of buffer means less samples stored. On the other hand, if the length of the buffer is chosen too long, it will delay DSS mechanism which is the main goal of the system. According to the several preliminary tests, a temporary memory with 40 bytes is optimal for walking activity. A buffer with 40 bytes may contain 5 samples according to the Equation 1 (variables m and a).

The experiments are done on the chosen dataset. As the majority of the dataset consists of walking data (38%), proposed approach is applied on walking data. Main idea behind these experiments is to analyze the impact of the usage of FIFO on the energy optimization and at the same time evolution of application performance with DSS.

![Graph](image)

Fig. 3. Variation of application performance and the energy gain with different length of FIFO and coefficient alpha.

As mentioned before, coefficient alpha defines the sleep duration. Propose algorithm is able to calculate the activity frequency by using stored data in the buffer and make an estimation on the possible next action of the same activity. This estimation combined with the coefficient tolerance results with a creation of a time interval that the MPU expects the next action to be occurred. When the buffer becomes full, DSS mechanism is turned on. In that case, sleep duration is calculated according to the Equation (3). The coefficient alpha decides how long the sensor device will be in sleep mode while waiting the next action. Upper graph of Fig. 3 given below presents the variation of application performance while increasing...
coefficient alpha for different length of FIFO (24, 32, 40, 48 bytes) (buffer length is set to 40 bytes and coefficient tolerance is set to 0.2 which means 20% tolerance degree).

According to the obtained results, for all lengths of FIFO, while the coefficient alpha $\alpha \in [0; 0.7]$, application performance is 100%. When the coefficient alpha is set to 0.8, in that case system starts not to recognize the action (for instance missing a step for pedometer application). With the usage of FIFO, it is possible to process the latest samples while the MPU was in a sleep mode. When we increase the coefficient alpha, system misses action and without usage of FIFO, application performance decreases. This degradation can be fixed by the FIFO which gives a chance to MPU to process latest data. For the case where coefficient alpha is equal to 1.0, application performance become 56%. FIFO makes the system to perform better and raise up the application performance. Application performance becomes 99% if the system uses a FIFO with a length 48 bytes.

Bottom graph of Fig. 3 shows the energy gain while increasing the coefficient alpha. Again the length of buffer is set to 40 bytes and coefficient tolerance is set to 0.2. Setting coefficient alpha to 0 means that there won't be an sleep duration even if the DSS is on. Thus, it is impossible to talk about the energy gain (0%). When the coefficient alpha increases, MPU is put into sleep mode for a given duration. As a connection to the previous figure, when the system misses an action, DSS mechanism is turned off and the buffer is drained. This causes a decrease in terms of application performance but also energy save. That's explains the decrease of energy gain when the coefficient alpha approaches to 1.0 (when the FIFO is not in use). Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 present the the triples (fifo length-alpha coefficient-application performance and energy gain). In these graphs, the focus of our attention is more visible. From these plots, it is shown that it exists a region where application performance and energy gain are suitable.

Fig. 4. $f(fifo \ length, \ alpha)=application \ performance \ (%)$. Fig. 5. $f(fifo \ length, \ alpha)=energy \ gain \ (%)$.

6. Discussion and Future Work

In this paper, there are two main approaches distinct from other studies aimed to save energy on the wireless sensor devices. Firstly a dynamic sleep scheduling is proposed. This approach includes a holistic approach which takes component and application level into account. Thus, this sleep scheduling mechanism is not specific to certain application. According to the application and especially activity frequency, sleep scheduling mechanism can configure itself and calculate sleep duration dynamically. With this approach, suitable region is found out where application can work with tolerable performance degradat ion meanwhile lifetime of the sensor is extended by decreasing energy consumption.

Secondly, memory component located on the sensor chip is involved in the proposed approach. While applying dynamic sleep scheduling mechanism, with the usage of memory that acts as FIFO, it is possible to process latest sampled data while MPU and radio are in sleep mode. Proposed approach is tested on pedometer application based on accelerometer signal. The experiments showed that it exists a region where application performance and energy gain are suitable, also impact of FIFO on application performance and energy gain. As a future work, this system will be tested on more complex and various
dataset in order to observe the system performance.
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